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“Reflections of learning at the University of Patras

and opportunities to discover at BSI/RIKEN ”





Understanding begins                                            
by elucidating basic brain mechanisms.

This area of research is concerned with                  
making new discoveries about                                    
the functional and information processing 
attributes that are unique to the brain      



HBD-laboratory
( lab. head:  Dr. Ioannides )



A Magnetoencephalographic unit

MEG is the measurement of very weak 
magnetic fields outside the head that are 
produced by electrical activity in the brain. 

MEG is an ideal non-invasive method for 
tracking changes in brain activity with 
high temporal  resolution and very good 
spatial resolution



Understanding brain’s function                           
by characterizing and explaining                        
the recorded MEG signal



Working at                                               

RIKEN-BSI

� Infrastructure

���� Organization

���� Researchers’ devotion

���� Unique opportunities



Working at                

HBD-lab



after  ~4 years….



In summary : � sleep studies

� single-trial analysis   
of MEG signal

� single-trial analysis                               
of tomographic solutions



[ HBD-lab, 2000-3]



In repeated stimulation paradigms                               
the averaged signal indicates                         
a transient response

����How the averaged signal is formed ?

���� Does rhythmic brain activity play any role ?

���� Is “signal + noise” a valid model ? 

���� Can we break the code of the Brain Waves ? 



Pattern AnalysisPattern Analysis
of MEG  signalMEG  signal

Our approach



Forming a spatial operator for extractingtemporal patterns

Decomposition of the                               
event-related spatiotemporal dynamics



Handling Handling the the temporal patternstemporal patterns

of regional neural activityof regional neural activity



Observations from             Observations from             
auditory stimulation paradigmsauditory stimulation paradigms

I)I)

[ Laskaris & Ioannides, Clin. Neurophys., 2001 ]

Repeated stimulationRepeated stimulation



120 trials,                                     
binaural-stimulation 
[ 1kHz tones, 0.2s, 45 dB ], 
ISI: 3sec,  passive listening

Explaining the averaged
M100-response



The M100-peak emerges from                                               

the stimulus-induced phase-resetting



Phase reorganization of 
the ongoing brain waves



II)II)
Information processing                  

during                            
somatosensory stimulation

[Ioannides et al., HBM, 2002]

Repeated stimulationRepeated stimulation



100 trials of                                                   
median nerve stimulation                                        
(ISI: 1sec) 

A systems approach                                       
for understanding the interactions
between the waves of excitation                                 
produced by a single stimulus 



Somatosensory responses           
are highly variable      

Different classes of  response                                 
can be identified in both SI and SII



These classes                                
correspond                                                
to different modes                                
of coactivation

and                                             
different modes                                               

of interaction

Serial vs. Parallel 
processing  



III)III)
Quantization of                                                 Quantization of                                                 

stimulusstimulus--related Brain Waves                                          related Brain Waves                                          
from a visual paradigmfrom a visual paradigm

[ Laskaris et al.,NeuroImage, 2003 ]

Repeated stimulationRepeated stimulation



240 trials, pattern reversal, 
4.5 deg , ISI: 0.7 sec,  
passive viewing

Restoring the Brain Waves                  
from the averaged response              



The ordered prototypes                       
of regional response dynamics

The ongoing activity 

before the stimulus-onset

is functionally coupled

with the subsequent regional response



The failure of  “signal+noise” model     
or

how we are washing out
the Brain Waves

Distinct response dynamics 
are fused into                         

a single timecourse



The stimulus is reflected in the shape of Brain Waves



# trial

There are systematics
hidden behind                                     
the trialtrial --toto--trial nontrial non --stationaritystationarity



The transition from                                
a high-responsiveness state                  
to a low-responsiveness state             
is the most important “law”

governing the sequence of responses

Using Markovian analysis :



IV)IV)
Deciphering the Brain Waves                                     Deciphering the Brain Waves                                     

in a frequency discrimination taskin a frequency discrimination task

[ Liu et al., NeuroScience, 2003 ]

tactile stimulation   tactile stimulation   
&                         &                         

behavioral responsesbehavioral responses



S2Electrical
stimuli

Estimate of Stim2
(verbal report)

Time
(sec)

delay

0 321 7.2-7.4

Stim1 Stim2 Stim1

MFT analysis: -0.5 to 3.5 s

28 Hz 

24 Hz 

True freq. of Stim2
(visual feedback)

 (C)

(B)(A)

We correlated                                 
the Brain Waves                          
with the subject’s perception





prospectprospect



Semantic MapsSemantic Maps ::

A unifying geometrical approachA unifying geometrical approach

for studying eventfor studying event--related dynamics related dynamics 

[ Laskaris & Ioannides, Clin. Neurophys., 2002 ]



The structural description        
of response dynamic manifold



is combined with the 
dynamical description 
of a single-trial response



With many thanksWith many thanks



And great expectationsAnd great expectations


